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Abstract—Multiprocessor System on Chip is a concept that
aims to integrate multiple hardware and software in a chip.
Multistage Interconnection Network is considered as a promising solution for applications which use parallel architectures
integrating a large number of processors and memories. In this
paper, we present a model of Multistage Interconnection Network and a design of prototyping on FPGA. This enabled the
comparison of the proposed model with the full crossbar network, and the estimation of performance in terms of area, latency and energy consumption. The Multistage Interconnection
Networks are well adapted to MPSoC architecture. They meet
the needs of intensive signal processing and they are scalable to
connect a large number of modules.
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optimization. It is determined by modeling, using simulation
[5], formal methods in which we use model checking and/or
theorem proving techniques to verify instances of MINs [6]
or direct execution which consists in the use of programmable logic circuits for fast performance evaluation [7].
A design prototype and performance analysis of MINs
for MPSOC architectures is investigated in this paper.
The next section presents a state of the art of some industrial and academic NoC and presents some research on
MIN. Section III introduce the MIN proposed model for
MPSoC. Performance estimation and comparison between
MIN and full crossbar network are presented in section IV.
Section V introduces the results found by Integrating MIN
in MPSoC on FPGA. Finally, Section VI concludes this
work and gives perspectives.

I. INTRODUCTION
Technological evolution enables the integration of billions of transistors on a chip. This allows an efficient exploitation of resources and increasingly complex and varied design [1]. The Multiprocessor Systems on Chip (MPSoC)
represent a new paradigm emerged from this development.
They can include several heterogeneous components like
processors (Scalar, Risc, VLIW…), memories, hardware
accelerators (DMA, DCT, FFT…) and peripheral input/output. The communication between these various components is provided by an interconnection network called
Network on Chip (NoC).
A NoC can be characterized by topology, routing algorithm, arbitration technique, the area used on the platform,
latency and energy consumption. We target in this work intensive signal processing applications, requiring a lot of parallelism in the calculation. Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) have been used in classical multiprocessor
systems. As an example, MINs are frequently used to connect the nodes of IBMSP [2] and CRAY Y-MP series [3].
Further on, MINs are applied for networks on chip to connect
processors to memory modules in MPSOCs [4]. These architectures provide a maximum bandwidth to components
(processors, DSP, IP...), and minimum delay access to
memory modules.
Performance evaluation is a key step in any MPSOCs design and especially of the selected communication architecture, allowing for decisions and trade-offs in view of system

II. STATE OF THE ART
The Network based on shared bus is very interesting for
the industry because it is a relatively cheap and simple to
implement. However, it has drawbacks that will no doubt
crucial in the coming years.
With the complexity of applications and the increase of
the modules number, the shared bus can not solve these
problems. Therefore, we have to use new forms of interconnection networks for MPSoC. The idea of applying techniques from networks between computers to NoC has
emerged since 2000 [8], [9], [10]. Thus, the problem of
network on chip has been transformed into the problem of
modules network with specifics functions; it is a prevalidated module connection. In this context, several NoC
have been developed at industrial and academic. SPIN
(Scalable Programmable Integrated Network) is an example
of NoC which was originally developed at LIP6 [11]. The
nodes are connected through routers R-SPIN [12]. Nostrum
is a NoC developed by the LECS (Laboratory of Electronics
and Computer Science) within the Royal Institute of Technology in Suède3. This network has a regular topology
based on tow dimensions mesh [13]. Xpipes is the result of
the DEIS laboratory work (Department of Electronics and
Computer Science) at the University of Bologna in Italy. It
is a combination of soft macros written in SystemC5 witch
can be adapted to any type of application (through a generic
router) [14]. The MINs are often used to connect a large

number of modules. The work in [15] present a model of
reconfigurable MIN described in SystemC and an estimation
of it performance. The aim of this work is to propose and
develop on FPGA MPSoC architecture with a MIN network
and to assess the performance of the design in terms of area,
latency and energy consumption.

III. M ODEL OF A MIN FOR MPSOC
The multiprocessors architectures become an inevitable
solution for intensive signal processing applications. The
performances of calculation of such system are proportional
to the number of processors it contains, the individual performance of these processors and access times to data in
memory. That memory can be shared or distributed. The access of data from processors to memory always passes
through an interconnection network. It follows that the overall performance of the machine can be degraded by the
NoC. An interconnection network is defined by its topology,
its routing algorithm, its switching strategy and mechanism
for flow control.
In this context, MIN networks are proposed to connect a
large number of processors to establish a multiprocessor
system.

the case we have two complaints that arise and seeking access to the same output port.
D. Prototyping on FPGA
The used prototyping platform is an Altera Stratix II
EP2S60. The advantage of using FPGA is essentially motivated by their reconfiguration and the ease and speed of implementation. Two types of networks have been addressed
in our work: the MIN and the full crossbar network. As a
result, we can show the effectiveness of MINs for MPSoC
and compare the performance with the full crossbar network.
We have developed a generic code of a MIN for N processors and N memory using VHDL language and Altera
Quartus II [16]. The following figure represents an example
of MIN (size: 8x8) described at RTL level.

A. Topology
The MIN networks are based on routing and arbitration
circuits conducting connections between their inputs and
outputs (in our case boxes of size 2x2). The entire network
contain n (n=log2N) floors, each one with N/2 routing and
arbitration circuits and one connection block. The usefulness of the connection blocks is to define a MIN type like
Omega, Butterfly, Baseline, and so on. As a result, we just
change the connection blocks for a new type of MIN.
B. Routing algorithm
The routing algorithm allows nodes to direct a message
to its destination. A message is composed of a destination
address and the data to be transmitted.
To achieve the routing in MIN, we used the self routing
algorithm; it’s a simple algorithm that depends only on the
destination address. The principle of this algorithm is: the
Ind bit of the destination address determines the activation
switch on the floor i. Thus, if this bit is 0, the road passes
through the switch top. Conversely, if the bit is 1, the bottom of the switch is used. The floors are numbered from the
source to the destination.
C. Technical arbitration
The network must be able to manage conflicts way (two
messages simultaneously wishing to use the same channel),
so it is able to store temporarily (using FIFOs) a message to
be send further once Track is free.
The used technical arbitration is Round Robin. It is based
on the following principle: the port of entry with the highest
priority will be in the next iteration the lowest priority. For
this, we used a static variable (it takes the values 1 or 0) in

Fig.1

Multistage interconnection network (8x8)

The resources used in the FPGA card for this network
(MIN 8x8) are:
5% of logical elements: 603 / 48,352 ALU and 2,017 /
48,352 logics register.
2% of memory blocks: 49,152 / 2,544,192 blocks.
We treat the result of other MIN sizes and we compare
their performance against the networks full crossbar.
A full crossbar network allows simultaneously connecting any pair of nodes unoccupied. Practically, this type of
network used to connect a limited number of processors and
memory.
We have described this architecture in VHDL and we
simulated it using Altera tools. The network is composed
mainly of n routers and n arbitrators. Each router can connect a node (CPU) to one of the n memories. The role of the
arbitrator is to connect one signal among those who wish to
access at the same time to a memory. The technical arbitration that was used is the round robin. In order to don’t lose
expectations data; we made in each entry of an arbitration
module a FIFO (First In First Out memory).
The figure 2 shows a schematic of a full crossbar network
(8x8). It was generated from the code using Altera RTL
Viewer [16]. We note the complexity of interconnections in
this type of network.

As a result, MIN are performing in terms of area to connect a large number of processors to memory.
The area of MIN is proportional to Nlog2N, compared to
N2 for full crossbar networks.
B. Analysis and synthesis times

Fig.2 Full crossbar network (8x8)

The performance of this network will be compared with
the MIN performance and more precisely the omega network.

IV. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION AND COMPARISON
After the implementation of the Omega and full crossbar
network, we identified the following performance depending
on their size (number of processors and memory to connect):
- The area on FPGA (number of logical elements).
- Analysis and synthesis time.
- Latency.
- The consumption.
These performances have been identified using Altera
Quartus II and Modelsim.
A. Area on FPGA
The area of interconnection depend on the topology (topology weakly connected will have a area smaller than topology completely connected), located services (more the
established mechanisms are complex and numerous, more
resources area is important) and the size of buffers included
in the routing resources.
We note that the area of a full crossbar network is increasingly important as MIN while increasing the size of
two networks (Figure 3).
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Area on FPGA
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The analysis and synthesis represent the first phase in the
design flow of the Altera Quartus II environment. The running time of this stage depends mainly on the power of the
tool (the version of the tool), the target platform and performance of the machine that runs the software (CPU frequency, size of memory, etc.). The analysis and synthesis
time (calculated in seconds) can give an idea about the
complexity of design, more time, the greater the complexity
of the circuit is great. In our case, we want to have an idea
about the complexity of two networks types, which are MIN
and the full crossbar network.
The following table represents the time of analysis and
synthesis for the two networks.

TABLE I
ANALYSES AND SYNTHESIS TIME FOR MIN AND FULL CROSSBAR NETWORKS

MIN
Full crossbar
network

4x4

8x8

16x16

32x32

64x64

29

56

151

432

2428

25

60

235

Hours

Hours

We note that increasing the size of networks, the analysis
and synthesis time for the full crossbar is more important
than MIN. As a result, we see that the architecture of full
crossbar networks is very complex. This complexity is a
limit for the network capacity, so it can connect a few tens
of nodes (processors and memory). The networks MIN
overcome this constraint and can be used to connect a large
number of nodes, hence the importance of these networks.
C. Latency
The latency is the time to transfer a package from a
transmitter to a receiver. We distinguish between two types
of latency: minimum latency and maximum latency.
In the simulation, we considered that the processors are
blockers. The period of the clock is 10ns (P). As a result, we
found the following results (Figure 4):
- For MIN network, minimal latency is (3 * log2 (n)) * P
and maximum latency is (3 * log2 (n) + n-1) * P, with n the
number of processors to connect the memories, P the clock
period and n-1 is the maximum number of conflict in the
network, knowing that the transfer of a package in each
stage lasts 3 clock cycles.
- For full crossbar network, the minimum latency is 3 * P
and the maximum latency is (3 + n-1) * P.

MPSoC architecture and we felt the performance of the architecture composed of processors, memory, MIN…
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A. Proposed architecture
Our scope is the intensive signal processing. This requires real-time constraints. As a result, the trend is moving
to use parallelism in the execution of application.
In this context, the proposed architecture contain mainly
N miniMIPS processors [17], N data memories, N instruction memories of and a NoC composed of two networks, one
to send queries and another to receive Answers (Figure 6).
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Latency for MIN and Full crossbar networks

According to the figure, we note that the full crossbar
network is a little more efficient than the MIN network in
terms of latency. But MIN still more interesting as we want
to interconnect a large number of node.
D. Energy consumption
In this part, we are interested to present some results in
terms of energy consumption for MIN while increasing the
size of the network. The Figure 5 shows the results for the
same application (with different sizes of NoC) using the Altera power analyzer tool.

Proposed MPSoC architecture

All processors operate in parallel; each one is linked directly to an instruction memory through local bus connection. On the other hand, each processor can access to any
data memory across the MIN to read information or write
data. The role of MIN is to manage access to data memories
and avoid conflicts.
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Energy Consumption for MIN network

Based on these results, we find that energy consumption
is reducing while increasing the size of the network. By increasing the size, the running time of the application and the
use of the clock decrease. As a result, energy consumption
decreases. In this case, we should reduce the use of clocks
and therefore use combinatorial blocks (asynchronous), but
without degrading the frequency of the circuit.

V. APPLICATION: INTEGRATION OF MIN IN MPSOC
To validate the developed MIN, we integrated the it in an

After developing all components, we specified in VHDL
a generic multiprocessor architecture for n processors, n
memories and a MIN (omega) network.
The area available on FPGA is a very important constraint, so we have made analyses and syntheses of our generic architecture code for different values of n (number of
processors) and we got the percentages of used FPGA resources (circuit EP2S60) as shown in the table below.

TABLE II
PERCENTAGES OF USED FPGA RESOURCES

n value
4
8
16

Nb of logic
blocks
28 %
53 %
102 %

Nb of DSP
blocks
24 %
44 %
79 %

Nb of memory
blocks
16 %
21 %
34 %

According to the results, we can implement on FPGA an
MPSoC architecture composed of 8 processors, 16 memories, an interconnection network, and so on.

At this stage, the architecture is complete, it remains to
develop an application to test and validate the proper functioning of processors and the smooth delivery of data in our
network.
C. MIN validation in MPSoC
To check our architecture, we developed in assembly
language an application that is the product of two matrixes
(NxM).
Each processor multiplies m lines of the first matrix with
the second matrix. The assembly code is converted into binary code and exactly MIF format (Memory Initializing
File).
As a result, all processors perform their instructions
from their instruction memories. The memory initialization
was made with the Altera Mega Wizard tool. The result is a
matrix; it is distributed on data memories with our choice.
For matrix 8x8, the simulation shows that the last request
(writing in a data memory) was done at the 17 micro seconds. As a result, the running time of the application on the
proposed MPSoC architecture is 17 micro seconds.
Different simulations have been made for MPSoC architectures with different values of n and using the same application (Figure 7).
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TABLE III
BLOCKAGES NUMBER AND RUNTIME USING DIFFERENT TYPES OF MIN

Network
Omega
Butterfly
Baseline

Bl inN1
349
236
135

Bl inN2
193
257
372

total Bl
542
483
507

runtime
17040
15125
15827

runtime

Nanos ec onds

P erc entage of us e

surface

recover an element of matrix) to the data memories across
the MIN network. There will be activation of arbitrators and
routing modules, thereafter routing data from the queues to
the appropriate files, applications blocked pass in the next
cycles. Then the memories are activated and a test takes
place. When it comes to reading, memory takes care to send
the required data to processors with an acquittal, and when it
comes to writing, recording data is carried out with an acquittal processor.
A conflict in a Delta network occurs when tow messages
want to use the same output channel. A message can be
blocked if he tries to use the same route on a switch when
another message is in transit.
The table below shows the simulation results of different
MIN networks using the multiplication of two matrix application.
The total number of blockages (total Bl) is the sum of the
number of request network (Bl in N1) and response network
(Bl in N2) blockages.

8

16

We note that the Butterfly network is the most efficient
network for the used application; it shows the smallest number of blockages, and a runtime less weak.
The performances of different types of MIN vary from
one application to another, so we should find a technique to
improve the performance of Delta networks. A solution is
the use of dynamic reconfiguration of the architecture connection blocks, so the appropriate type of network will be
used.

Processors

Fig.7

Compromise area / runtime
VI. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

We note that there is a compromise area / runtime we
have a space exploration and we should be located according to the needs of the application. Our case requires realtime constraints, so we should use the maximum of processors in MPSoC architecture, we will win in the execution
time but the area and the cost increase.
D. Estimated performance of different types of MIN in
MPSoC
In this part we are interested to use different types of
MIN in the MPSoC architecture. Then we compare the
number of blockages (conflicts), and the execution time of
an application.
We treat omega, butterfly and baseline networks, the difference between these networks is the interconnection between floors. The scenario to be carried out is as follows:
After reading instruction, all processors send requests (to

The complexity and growing number of heterogeneous
modules in MPSoC motivated designers to consider new
interconnection architectures. In this context, MIN represents a solution to increase the performance of communication and thereafter overall system performance. We have
shown that they use fewer resources on FPGA compared to
other network topologies (Full crossbar network.), and they
are effective in terms of runtime compared to other types of
topologies. Then, we integrated the MIN in MPSoC and we
implemented it on FPGA. Finally, we compared the performance of different types of MIN in terms of number of
conflicts between packages and the runtime of a given application.
One of the future work is to use the dynamically connection blocks reconfiguration in MPSoC architecture in order
to use the type rather appropriate as required by the application.
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